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About This Content

Bunker down and turtle up - it’s time for war! This new DLC pack for Stardock’s massive RTS features new unique gameplay
scenarios and new maps to keep your skirmishes fresh. Prepare your defenses for any punches your enemies throw at you and

be ready to launch a devastating counterstrike to seal your victory in Turtle Wars.

Features:

 New Scenarios

 Implosion - Race against three enemies to be the first to crack the defenses of a crashed Post-Human and their
experimental Turinium Generator.

 Eruption - Cut off from your factories, you must command a single Hyperion Dreadnought and a scattering of
defensive structures to turn the tides of battle.

 Mountaintop - Exploit your resource-heavy advantage and create massive forces to climb the mountain to the
enemy entrenchment and wipe them out.

 Turtle Wars - Hold off the frigates swarming from indestructible factories and survive the siege. Reprogram
the factories to your advantage before the enemy crosses the mountain and finishes you off.

 New Maps
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 Crack the Shell - Hold the high ground and the Turinium against your enemies in this asymmetrical 3-player
map, best for 2v1 matches.

 Turtle Wars - Enjoy a longer duel with your enemy on this epic-scale 2-player map. The open landscape with
select chokepoints encourages huge armies and larger battles.

 Eruption - Choose your path wisely - one leads to the lone Turinium Generator, the other to resources in this
small 2-player map.

 Implosion - One valley with an abundance of resources stands at the center of this large, asymmetrical map fit
for a 4-player free for all with huge armies.
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Title: Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Turtle Wars DLC
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Stardock Entertainment, Oxide Games
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Ashes of the Singularity
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel / AMD Processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB GDDR5 NVidia GeForce 660 / AMD R7 360 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 27 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display Resolution or Higher

English,German,French,Italian
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As good as it gets within the fsx platform, very well done!!! fully functional and it will keep you busy with the myrid of old
school warbird engine and flight systems. Id say the best i've seen on STEAM. :). Nice add-on, great detail when flying around
Downtown Detroit. Wish it had more realistic surroundings on the outlying airports like Willow Run and Mettetal where I fly.
Still glad I bought it.. We don't understand the whole story (I understood like 3%) but the gameplay is in my opinion more than
satisfying, a translation into English would do no harm, but overall I'm doing very well on this game. It's a pity that the
translation is not there yet because for its price, it's clearly worth the cost.

On comprends pas toute l'histoire (genre j'ai du comprendre 3%) mais le gameplay est selon moi plus que satisfaisant, une trad
en anglais ferait pas de mal, mais globalement je m'en sors très bien sur ce jeu. Après c'est dommage qu'elle ne soit pas encore
présente car pour son prix, il vaut clairement le coût.. Oh my God, this game.

Firstly, it's not written by a Japanese person so don't expect there to be any Japanese text in the options (which is not necessarily
bad, just pointing it out).

Secondly, the little girl in here is so freaking sarcastic and apathetic she could easily be diagnosed as a psychopath. It's actually
pretty sad because she and her mother treat the father like an idiot (whom they both call an idiot) and he kind of is. Also, gender
roles are reversed and though I usually welcome something so refreshing the way this game portrayed it was a little
cringeworthy.

The positives? Artwork is adorable and really helps cover up some of the dark\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in this
game. The food is also drawn freaking amazingly and I'm starving just looking at it.

It's not too much money if you pick it up on sale. Got it for three bucks. Worth it if you just want to chill with a sadistic game
about food and demons and people with demonic tendencies.

But man, the father just really makes me sad...but he's happy...right?

P.S.

The grammar and strange sentence structure in the game was bit of a turnoff.. A decent adventure for an indie game studio.
Some riddles were not too obvious and hard to solve, but I'm also not a pro in adventure games. Not fully finished yet, but
overall I can recommend it to adventure fans who like this kind of story-setting.. I like the execution of the concept of the game,
turning it into 3D with polygons. Simple yet overall great idea.
Suggest change on the color font of the HUD though, with the background already white. I thought the game had no UI.. I think
the game looks pretty slick, and according the board game owners, it follows the mechanics and rules of the original board game
pretty well, but, to me the dice are just too stacked, and that doesn't model real dice at all. I've tested it a bit in no scientific
fashion, but repeatedly the AI gets exactly what it needs on rolls, and my dice consistently do not . . . far more than real dice do
in the real world. That is a bit of a deal breaker for me, I'm not saying it's too hard, or that you can't win with enough attempts,
but overall I feel the AI had the dice stacked a little too much in its favor.
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It's like corruption of champions without the porn.. Once I was able to remember the name of this game thanks to a friend I was
able to walk down memory lane with this game. It's so simplistic in the controls and it really makes you think on some levels and
it's just so much fun.. Engrossing enough for me to play through the whole thing in basically a single sitting, with an interesting
setting that kept me invested to the end. However, most of the roleplaying felt like it had little to no impact on the actual story,
and the ending veers straight into Mass Effect 3 levels of choose-your-flavor-of-bad-end garbage.

Had lots of potential but was ultimately disappointing. First game from this developer that I think I've actually disliked..
Honestly the game is subpar, what occurs is that your units have ranges they can operate in, yet they have been given pre
determined points of what you can put your units. This means the orcs will be coming at your troops in mass and your idiots
won't move to save their own lives, such as an archer will literally be blasting one of your troops in the face, yet he will turn
back and go to his dot because he is just slightly out of range. So this is more of a tower defense kind of game yet...not really,
you only get a few unit types to work with, they are not imaginative, and only 2 ways to upgrade them, health and strength.

I would rate this as one of my least favorite games ever, oh and you can't really change any of the game settings and they were
so lazy that they don't even tell you what each magic spell does. You just get assigned 3 per map, getting the idea yet of
how♥♥♥♥♥♥poor this game is yet?

If you want a better game, I would suggest Kingdom Rush. I never normally write reviews (I think this is my first one). I was
very excited when I heard this was coming to SteamVR, it sounded like a great experience and bought it straight away. Although
the content is great (360 videos and photogrammerty) the application itself is awful, truly one of the worst made VR experience
I have ever tried (and I was around in the Oculus DK1 days). So why so bad? Well the interface is clunky and strange to
navigate and switching between rendered 3d experiences (such as the photogrammerty) and 360 video is a little strange I could
easily put up with this. Its simple, the resolution is awful! Its so bad everything is a pixelated mess. No matter I thought, I'll just
modify the supersampling for the app.... nope! when you change the supersampling settings everything becomes way off, the
video stretches and warps strangely as you look around and the 3d environment itself seems scaled (no idea why this is). To put
it short what could have been an amazing experience has been utterly destroyed by bad programming. I will be getting my
money back for this one. When they fix the issues I will happily rebuy it but for now no way!

Edit: I corrected "render scaling" to "supersampling", also to clarify I was not expecting the video resolution to get any better but
the photogrammetry, text and controller rendering to be better. Although the video resolution is poor it would be much easier to
put up with if everything else were rendered at the correct resolution. Game is hard, almost way too hard. If I could\u2019ve I
would\u2019ve definitely destroyed a few controllers by now. But all the hard work you put into dodging and memorizing
attacks finishes with an extremely satisfying victory.

9\/10 Amazing, but a bit too hard.. Do you like zombies? Yes?..Good!
Do you like bowling too? Yes? ..Ok!
And do you like little funny games? Yes?..
Then, Here we go and have fun with * Zombie Bowl-o-Rama! * :-)
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